ACPA CREW MINIMUM REQUIRES

Minimums for All Stages

If electrics are to be hung, there shall be a minimum of two fly people and one electrician.

If a repertory plot is used, there shall be a minimum of one electrician.

If the ACPA light boards need to be programmed, there shall be a minimum of one qualified light board operator.

If a follow spot is to be operated, there shall be a minimum of one follow spot operator.

If battens are to be flown in and/or out for a rehearsal or performance, there shall be a minimum of one fly person.

If battens are to be weighted or un-weighted in excess of a single full counterweight, there shall be a minimum of two fly persons.

If a bosen chair to be used, there shall be a minimum of one fly person attending the rail at all times while bosen chair is in use. Minimum of two fly people to load and unload weight.

If any specialized rigging or any additional rigging points created in the theater, there shall be a minimum of two riggers.

If a person needs to be flown, a minimum of one rigger and one fly person to install, inspect, and operate the system and components.

If the small shell needs to be set up and taken down with the acoustic ceiling, there shall be a minimum of one fly person and one carpenter.

If the same shell walls need to be set up and/or taken down, there shall be a minimum of one carpenter.

If the chorus risers or staging needs to be set up, there shall be a minimum of two carpenters.

If round tables and chairs to be set up and/or removed, there shall be a minimum of one carpenter.

If a personnel lift is being utilized, there shall be a minimum of one certified operator and one grip.
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If ladders, catwalks, and/or power tools are used, there shall be a minimum of one position (a qualified person) and one grip.

If the dance floor is to be laid or removed, there shall be a minimum of one prop person and one grip.

If any ACPA audio equipment is to be patched, re-patched, un-patch, set up, or taken down, there shall be a minimum of one audio technician.

If the house mix position needs to be set up or removed, there shall be a minimum of one audio technician and one carpenter.

If any audio equipment is to be flown overhead, there shall be a minimum of one audio technician and one fly person.

If wardrobe boxes are to be unpacked, laundry facilities used, costume repairs, or performance dressing integrated into a rehearsal/performance, there shall be a minimum of one wardrobe person.

**Minimums for Atwood Hall**

If legs are to be moved, removed, or added, there shall be a minimum of two fly people and two carpenters.

If a border, cyclorama, scrim, main curtain, and/or black traveler are to be moved, removed, or added, there shall be a minimum of two fly people and four carpenters.

If the Atwood orchestra shell needs to be set up or taken down, there shall be a minimum of one certified motor operator /fly person, four carpenters, and one electrician.

If Atwood orchestra ceilings need to be moved to storage truss, there shall be a minimum of four carpenters and one certified motor operator.

If pit seats need to be set up or removed, there shall be a minimum of two carpenters.

If both house mix and monitor mix are to be used, there shall be a minimum of two audio technicians.
MiniMums for Discovery Theater

If legs are to be moved, removed, or added, there shall be a minimum of two fly people and one carpenter.

If a border, focus track, and/or the acoustic ceiling pieces are to be moved, removed, or added, there shall be a minimum of two fly people and two carpenters.

If a main curtain, cyclorama, scrim, and/or black traveler are to be moved, removed, or added, there shall be a minimum of two fly people and four carpenters.

If the Discovery orchestra pit plugs to be removed or restored there shall be a minimum of five carpenters.

If Discovery orchestra shell needs to be set up, there need to be a minimum of one certified motor operator/fly person, two carpenters, and one electrician.

If the ETC S4 multi PAR lights added to the shell set up, additional crew of one electrician and one fly to the normal shell set up.

If the Discovery orchestra shell walls to be moved to storage truss, there shall be a minimum of one certified motor operator, two fly persons, two Carpenters and one carpenter must be a qualified Genie operator.

MiniMums for Sydney Laurence

If legs and/or borders are to be moved, removed, or added, there shall be a minimum of two fly people and one carpenter.

If the main curtain, black traveler, cyclorama, focus track, and/or scrim are to be moved, removed or added, there shall be a minimum of two fly and two carpenters.